P.S. Expectations
Expectations from the workshop

General:
• Better knowledge of BAT conclusions
Expectations from the workshop

General:

- Learn how to deal with Competent Authorities - tomorrow
- More user friendly explanation to address authorities - tomorrow
- EU-wide implementation: level playing field between EU Member States – future exchange with you is necessary
- Will the new BREF be counterproductive to innovation? Undermine the construction of new plants?
- Exceptions for ultra-peripheral regions – need to check
Expectations from the workshop

General:
• Role of the IED Emission Limit Values in the future

Half-hourly ELV in Annex VI will remain the requirements for the future

Daily ELVs in Annex VI: depends. Will the daily BATAELs be implemented in NOC or in EOT?
Expectations from the workshop

BATAELs
• How to approach BATAELs with Competent Authority (e.g. to get upper levels instead of lower levels) – talk to us, arguments are many: BATAELs in NOC, data processing, uncertainty, etc… And then call Lorenzo ;)

Uncertainty:
• How to apply uncertainty to ELV setting in practice – tomorrow and further exchanges

Bottom ash:
• Bottom ash treatment plant (inside/outside) the WI plant – both in the scope

NOC/OTNOC:
• OTNOC clarity, definition and monitoring requirements – see Annex 2 and tomorrow
• How to characterise OTNOC – see Annex 2 and tomorrow
• Common rules for NOC/OTNOC situations and examples of OTNOCs – see Annex 2 and tomorrow